
“Does your
business software

make less or 
more work for

you?”

Think Possibilities. Think .

Relationship Manager 
Time 

Relationship Manager 
Applicant 

Job 
Relationship Manager 

Sales Orchestration / Marketing Automation

Knowledge 
Relationship Manager 

What would you do with hours spent on human resources, suddenly  
freed-up in your schedule every week? Technology and employment  
climate changed HR dramatically. Why not standardize your  
requirements and recruit for all positions all the time, building your own 
talent pool? Instantly access qualified and motivated candidates, saving 
99% of the time to find them. Immediately match them to job require-
ments and other assessments to hire more quickly and  
confidently. Developed by HR-certified professionals, Corporate  
Organizer CRM&More offers worry-free compliance with current and 
emerging state and federal employment laws, like Ban-the-Box.  

Still using punch clocks, index cards, and spreadsheets to run payroll? 
Smoothly go from time-clock to paycheck and optionally invoice  
customers in fewer than 3 steps. Need job cost reporting and client  
billing? Capture time on any job or project anywhere. Review and  
approve time sheets or time cards in seconds. Streamline even further by 
integrating Corporate Organizer CRM&More with your popular  
accounting programs, like QuickBooks, Dynamics and SAP. 

Sample Solutions
Work Smarter, Not Harder! 

Corporate Organizer CRM&More 
plus these helpful extensions....
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Jobs / Project Costing, Attendance, Time & Billing

Workforce Marketing / Recruitment

Has technology increased your sales and profits or consumed more time 
from your employees? Forget the keyboard and enter contacts by simply  
taking a picture with your phone. Easily create campaigns involving  
social, professional and print media, then execute comprehensive  
and successful marketing programs with actionable insights and  
reproducible results. Companies with CRM reportedly generate 40% more 
sales than those that don’t, so turn leads into more sales. 



What pain points in your business keep you up at night? Sales? Hiring? 
EXACTA can help.  

Do your people and their tasks align and support your business’ goals?  
EXACTA can help.  

Are your processes making or costing you money? How about saving time?  
EXACTA can help.  

Is your workforce, and thus your company, agile and change-embracing?  
EXACTA can help.  

For nearly 50 years, we have been a trusted provider of business solutions 

that add measurable value. Corporate Organizer CRM&More is easy-to-

setup and easy-to-use, offering immediate return on investment.  

Solving your sales, recruitment, and system challenges is  

EXACTA’s can-do purpose. With this attitude and four decades of  

know-how, we can solve more problems out of the box than any other 

competing product or service provider. 

 

See more at www.CorporateOrganizerCRM.com or call 1.800.258.2070. 

Compete Faster, Leaner,  
and More Profitably. 

Think Possibilities. Think .

Continuously  
Improve Your  

Organization by 
Integrating 

Contact Records  
Document Libraries 
Email Campaigners 
Electronic Surveys  
Digital Signatures 

Accounting Software 
and all of your  

Homemade Spreadsheets.

Fewer Tasks. 
Less Work.  

Better 
Relationships.

Empower Your Team  
to succeed using a single  

system to manage them all...  
Prospective Buyers,Customers, 

Suppliers, Employees,  
and even Job Seekers.

Leadership brings 
order to chaos.

Success comes in cans, not in cannot... 
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